NOTABLE ESSAYS OF 2015 - 2016

Escuchar el Silencio
*Rosa Batres

Model Society: Reconceptualizing the Role of the Fashion Model
*Grace H. Carrier

Forks vs. Chopsticks
*Shelby Firebaugh

Political Ethics, Political Courage
*Daniel Hyman-Cohen

Rich with Possibility
*Helena Keown

Scientific Stains
*Eric Kwok

Bridging the Gap
*Jay Kumar

But I’m Only Human . . . and I Bleed When I Fall Down
*Amy Lei

Specks of Color
*Elaine Lo
A Lounging Sea of Millennials
Corinne Lobner

Falling in Love with the City
Alexandra Lundin

With Great Power . . .
Jackie Pan

Ghost in Me
Chandni Purswani

Redefining Pain and Empathy
Ula Natasba Simbolon

Learning from Animals
Ziyi Tang

Diamond Skull
Vincent Tem

Searching for an Identity
Yicheng Yan

Letter to Mayor Wang
Zhixiao Zhang